Summary:
Kaba Mas is pleased to release Cencon Software Version 5.1.0.3494. This software update brings with it a multitude of enhancements and features which will assist in reducing operational costs. The continuing development of Cencon will ensure that it remains the leading ATM lock management and cash vault security system in the industry.

For a complete listing of all noteworthy changes and updates in Cencon 5.1.0.3494, please see the release notes located in the Cencon Reference Manual.

Significant New Features
Users have traditionally utilized a deadbolt style of locking system, however the new Cencon O2 functionality offers a swingbolt version. Cencon O2 now works with both the traditional, widely used deadbolt system as well as the newer swingbolt system.

Offering new functionality to a widely used and installed base of products often necessitates complete product replacement. Customers wishing to upgrade to the remote capabilities and enhanced feature set offered with Cencon O2 can do so by simply replacing the back cover and utilizing a quick firmware upgrade. Cencon O2 was developed with customer flexibility and ease of use in mind, so current Cencon users are able to continue running their current system without upgrade.

• Added splash screen to indicate progress for the Cencon application startup. Previously, it could take several seconds for the main Cencon screen to display.
• Updated installations of Cencon, CenTran, CenTran Agent, and Cencon Keybox Agents for better handling of services and support for Windows 8 and higher. Removed install driver button from installation splash screen. Driver is automatically installed as part of application install.
• Added feature to remove a bank user from all locks that user is assigned to, and create the appropriate remove bank user key. Previously the locks had to be determined manually.
• Added support for checking lock audit event dates to determine the correct user name to display. User keys are renamed or deleted and reused. Different user names were assigned to a user key at different points in time. The key serial number from the audit is compared against the active user table as well as the user history table to determine the correct name to display.

Significant Resolved Issues:
• Corrected consistencies of leading zeros on lock serial numbers in Cencon. With this change lock serial numbers will be consistently padded in the Cencon user interface to the left with zeros. Serial numbers of less than 6 digits are padded out to 6 digits. Serial numbers less than 9 digits and greater than 6 are padded out to 9 digits.
• Re-architected Lock import/export with XML files. Corrected various issues, including not properly exporting/importing bank branch information to support Bank mode locks and Bank mode users. Corrected that users not needed for the selected bank mode locks were also being imported.

Significant Feature Changes:
• New Product - The USB Lock Adaptor for the Cencon Gen2 Deadbolt lock enables connecting existing Cencon Gen2 Deadbolt locks to ATM console computers for remote access and networking using the CenTran Agent software.

Ordering:
To obtain software license pricing, please go to: http://www.kaba-mas.com/worksheet or contact your Kaba Mas sales representative.